Introduction
The ambiance suddenly changes as you turn right from that wide and busy avenue skirted by impressive imperial-style buildings and world-brand stores, and you find yourself on a narrow street, having to move along with a crowd chattering in a diversity of tongues. On the sides you glimpse kebab buffets and souvenir shops, their entrances masked by the heap of cloths and bags hanging from the jambs and lintels. Turn right again, and you'll be facing a steep stairway up the hill, fringed by the same colourful merchandise and bearded men in long tunics flinging in all their charm to catch your attention. Chatter flies low above your head, and the smell of fruity smoke arising from hookahs hits you in the face. The buildings seem rather small and shaky, with narrow and uneven windows, giving the impression that they are moving along with you on these winding alleys. You feel lost, but soon you run into a wall guiding your way further. Suddenly you hear an engine, as if coming from another world, one you've left behind somewhere in the future. It's a minibus, slowly bumping along on the cobblestones, compelling you to cling against the cold surface of a building wall while it passes. Finally you reach a square packed with tourists and street artists.
On the left you see an old church, its steeple, crowned with a large cross, reaching high into the skies. On the right, the majestic view of the medieval fortress lying on a hilltop. You are absorbed into the scenery, everything turns silent, distant and motionless until a quaint, unworldly voice disrupts your contemplation; it is the adhan, the Islamic call to prayer, recited from a nearby minaret. You are, indeed, in the Albayzín, the old Moorish neighbourhood of Granada (adaptation from field notes, 8 April 2011).
The above description could be a passage from the diary of anyone visiting the neighbourhood for the first time. The Albayzín has gone through considerable transformation since becoming a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1994, allowing for such highly romanticised and orientalised depictions as the one exemplified here. The passage, however, is allegorical in the anthropological sense that it encapsulates, through a sensory description of urban symbolism, the core politico-ideological tension inherent in the site (see Clifford, 1986) . It is the aim of this article to unpack this 'tension', the historical roots of which stretch back to the late-15 th -century Christian-Castilian conquest of the Emirate of Granada, and which has remained an often-remarked-upon feature of the neighbourhood. As García Lorca (1898 -1936 , the ill-fated local bard noted a century ago, the streets of Albayzín unfold ' a tragedy of contrasts':
Everything reveals a mood of infinite woe, an oriental curse that has befallen these streets. . . . All that is tranquil and majestic in the Vega and the town, is rife with angst and tragedy in this Moorish district. Arabic evocations are everywhere. Blackish and mouldy arches, paunchy and flat houses with ornate galleries, mysterious hovels with oriental outlines . . . Then a vagueness in every gaze that seems to dream of things past . . . and an overwhelming fatigue. (García Lorca, 1994: 147 . Translated by the author)
The tensions, contrasts or conflicts of the present, however, are closely related to the transformation of the human architecture-conceived as both architecture built by people, and the population itself-that has taken place in the neighbourhood over the past twenty years. The contemporary experience is somewhat a return to the early-twentieth century diversity, following decades of steady de-population and urban decay (Cabrera Medina, 2009 ). However, the popular characters of the Lorcan 'tragedy'-the pious nun, the foul-mouthed goatherd, the big-eyed prostitutes and the Gitano musicians (García Lorca, 1994: 147) -as well as the characteristic personage of the 1980s, the elderly peasant, the sole surviving vestige of the town's rural past, have mostly been replaced by the alternative youth, the new-age artist, the foreign exchange student, the North-African migrant, and the Muslim convert among others (Abend, 2008; Bahrami, 1998; Duque Calvache, 2010; Flesler, 2008; RogozenSoltar, 2012b; Rosón Lorente, 2008) .
The various factions and frictions caused by the new diversity have received considerable scholarly attention in recent years, as did those relating to local projects of urban renovation (for the latter, see, for example, Barrios Rozúa, 2002; Cabrera Medina, 2009; Castelló Nicás, 2003; Hita Alonso, 1996) . The human and urban aspects of change are intertwined through the process of gentriication, a vernacular of which has been identified and described in depth by local researchers (Duque Calvache, 2010; Duque Calvache, Susino and De Pablos, 2013; Rosón Lorente, 2010) . While the process was classically discussed in terms of class conflict over urban space 1 -and this is certainly a significant aspect of its manifestation in the Albayzín-the Granadan neighbourhood confers upon gentrification an addi- This article examines this ideological struggle by articulating a concept of heritagiication which takes its cue from a ' critical' understanding of heritage (see Winter, 2013) , and describes the localised material and symbolic manifestations of this universal ideological principle. The concept thus allows us to see certain processes of gentrification as shaped by the universalising ideology of heritage, mediated by institutions through which unequal power relations at the local level are created and upheld, and having a direct impact on the constitution of the local population.
As such, the proposed concept goes beyond that of 'heritagisation', which has been applied-and seems grammatically better fitted-to merely highlight the constructed nature of 'heritage' (see Daugstad and Kirchengast, 2013; Walsh, 1992) .
1 One famous textbook definition of gentriication describes it as 'the transformation of a working-class or vacant area of the central city into middle-class residential and/or commercial use' (Lee, Slater and Wyly, 2008: xv) .
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In our case-as in many other contexts (see, for example, Evans, 2002; Herzfeld, 2009; Rubino, 2005; Shaw, 2005 , for examples from Canada, Italy, Brazil and Australia)-the main ideology and surveillance over heritagiication is provided by UNESCO through a specific 'heritage discourse' (Smith, 2006) . Locally, the institutional structures channelling the universal ideological principles into urban practice are supported by the municipal and regional governments, as well as by private enterprise, religious institutions, and the civil sphere, and this article pays special attention to this institutional power-structure with the aim of harnessing its explanatory potential.
The starting contention in any discussion of heritagiication must be that 'heritage'-as an ideology and an institution-directly and indirectly affects processes of urban change by way of intervention in the value system of the global market and in local socio-political power relations. Reaching such a contention requires a contextualisation of 'heritage' as a concept, and its description as a phenomenon. The concept of heritage is itself one riddled with contradictions, and in the following section I will outline some of its foundational dichotomies, between its material and immaterial aspects, essential and constructed features, and its universalism versus particularity. The later sections of the article will turn to a description of the phenomenal manifestation of heritagification in the Albayzín, building on findings from a fieldwork carried out in April 2011, with the aim to provide an assessment of the ideological struggles reflected in the urban conflicts taking place in the World Heritage neighbourhood. underpinned by technical and aesthetic expertise, and institutionalised in state administrative bodies (Smith, 2006: 11 ' (1996: 21) . It is the political function 3 It is ironic but true, as Schildgen (2008: 167) Heritage Site designations-including to the Alhambra in Granada-were assigned in Spain.
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of 'heritage' in promoting and undermining claims to power and legitimacy which is being denounced by critical approaches.
Theorists have most often addressed the relationship between built heritage and memory by identifying opposing cognitive mechanisms at play. Choay (2001), for instance, distinguishes between ' affective memory' and ' cognitive memory', and relates them to 'monuments' and 'historic monuments' respectively. Following Alois Riegl's (1903 Riegl's ( [1982 ) insights, she argues that while 'monuments' are human universals deliberately erected for commemorative and affective purposes-a function gradually erased by modernity due to the development of more effective mnemonic techniques-the 'historical monument' is a European invention, whose value and meaning is cognitively constituted a posteriori. Similarly, Nora (1989: 13) contrasts a lived, embodied, 'true' memory with a modern, ' archival' one, famously advocating a scholarly endeavour to salvage the former. Yet, while in this sense designated heritage sites are 'historic monuments' governed by ' cognitive' or ' archival' memory, the memorial function they play locally can be highly complex and contradictory. heritage into a 'brand', a 'trademark', by acting as an 'authenticity stamp', whereas it is precisely the authenticity of a place that may dilapidate in the process (Rakić, 2007: 216) . While from one perspective-adopting the phraseology of UNESCOthe different 'legacies' are being given universal recognition, their commodification can also be seen as a 'neoliberal hijacking of history'-in the fitting words of Herzfeld (2010). For the Albayzín, becoming a World Heritage Site also contributed to the consolidation of its 'myth'-propagated by orientalisations like the one we witnessed in Lorca's prose-now institutionally proclaimed (Cabrera Medina, 2009 ). For UNESCO, 'much of the significance of the Albayzín lies in the medieval town plan with its narrow streets and small squares and in the relatively modest houses in Moorish and Andalusian style that line them' (ICOMOS, 1994: 64) . The logic of heritagiication further demands that the human and social 'architecture' of the neighbourhood enhance this universal significance, introducing a value system by which forms of population change that do not necessarily adhere to classical patterns of gentrification become economically advantageous for the global forces of 'cultural capitalization' (Kowalski, 2011) . At the same time, the heritagiied urban space morphs into a symbolic battlefield for different 'legacies' competing over the ownership of historical memory.
Albayzín, 'a neighbourhood destined to be inhabited'
The Albayzín is a divisive neighbourhood among Granadinos. Surveys have shown that, on the one hand, it is the most rejected and disliked district among the young population, while, on the other hand, its 'noble' parts are where most people would like to live (Fernández Gutiérrez and Jiménez Bautista, 2000) . One reason for the high levels of rejection, contend Fernández Gutiérrez and Jiménez Bautista (2000), is that the medieval urban morphology and its askew character make it hard to be approached by car, and that the youngsters especially find it difficult to orientate within the neighbourhood. Yet, as the local researchers conclude, 'we, Granadan citizens, prefer and/or fantasize about being able to live in the "noble" parts of the idyllic neighbourhood of Albayzín ' (2000: 275) . This paradox is explained by the discrepancies in the quality of housing in different parts of the neighbourhood. The upper-noble-segments are dominated by cármenes, large closed-off estates serving mostly as weekend-or holiday residences to wealthy Granadinos. 5 The lower streets, meanwhile, are characterised by older and ruinous buildings, which nevertheless are among the historically most significant. They have been the focal points of the various urban rehabilitation projects undertaken since the UNESCO World Heritage designation, and have in recent years become attractive to the Moroccan migrant community, international students and alternative youths, following a long period of abandonment and deterioration (Rosón Lorente, 2008) . Older residents still recall the time when the lower parts of the neighbourhood became depopulated; Manuel, for instance, reminisces about the old days of that crowded, narrow street we first turned onto on our imaginary stroll in the opening paragraph:
In the seventies and eighties it used to be a vegetable market, ideal for shopping on your way back from town. You could find everything there, not like today, this cheap junk they sell to tourists, but everyday things, food, clothes . . . And then, I don't know why, probably because the houses were in such a bad condition that they were about to collapse, this area was abandoned. In those years many people left Albayzín and moved to the outskirts where they could buy a new-built apartment with all the amenities they could wish for. The renovation of the buildings has been more or less successful, with yet much to be done. At the same time, as Hita Alonso (1996) observed, the aim of 'rehabilitating' a historical neighborhood has shifted in both discourse and practice toward 'revitalization', denoting a more dynamic process involving active social planning. The verdict is that 'the Albayzín is a neighborhood destined to be inhabited' (De Pablos and Cabrera Medina, 2005: 267) .
The two main local institutions involved in projects of urban revitalisation at the time of the fieldwork were the Albaicín-Granada Agency-under the auspices of Granada City Council-and the Rehabilitation Ofice of Albaicín-belonging to they are today ' closed paradises', isolated from curious gazes by thick walls (Barrios Rozúa, 2002) .
In Figure 2 (left) we can see the gate of Cármen de la Media Luna. 6 Interviewee names have been changed to maintain the anonymity of the sources. The Rehabilitation Ofice, on the other hand, has as its main objective 'to fix the population, to stabilize it, including attracting new residents', and is more inclined to the view shared by many residents that the neighbourhood is slowly turning into a 'thematic park'. As its technical director expresses it, 'I find it good to have housing for tourists, but when everything becomes that, we can no longer speak of a Albayzín to the entire district. Not long before my fieldwork, it had moved its headquarters from the city centre to a newly renovated building on the Calderería-a street famous for its oriental souvenir shops-this way getting physically closer to the neighbourhood. This move, according to its director, was essential in order to reinforce the institution's image of being an organic part of the neighbourhood and sharing the aims of its inhabitants, rather than being perceived as an administrative unit belonging to the distant regional government. Instead of 'the expulsion of residents and the creation of a building that would serve as a hotel, student accommodation, or for people who come for the weekends'-as the director deems to be happening all too often with projects led by the rival Agency-the Ofice sets certain requirements for those participating in their programmes: 'when people receive our aid, they have to guarantee that for a certain period they maintain the old tenants, Needless to say, re-enacting the artisanal heritage is no less a fiction than the one represented by the Moroccan souvenir vendors; and paradoxically, the artisanal economy of the neighbourhood was sentenced to death by the earliest post-Reconquista urban reforms in the sixteenth century, with the partial vaulting of the river Darroseparating the Albayzín from the hill of the Alhambra-that had been essential for the artisans to easily dispose of their waste (Isac Martínez de Carvajal, 2007) .
Due to the special role of Muslim migrants in the local economy, Islamophobic sentiments are complemented with an Islamophilia that can simultaneously better accommodate immigrants while at the same time making them feel ' "instrumentalised" by orientalist tourism policies' (Dietz, 2004 (Dietz, : 1101 . Raising the question of authenticity, the products and vendors are expected to create a supposed oriental atmosphere acting upon all five senses. This, of course, is a more general characteristic of the fusion between heritage and tourism. As Boniface and Fowler (1993: 5) point out, 'tourism distorts reality, obliging people to produce themselves for tourist consumption'. This also holds true for places. The process of ' engazement'-as AlSayyad (2001) refers to it-is one 'through which the gaze transforms the material reality of the built environment into a cultural imaginary ' (2001: 4) . In the Albayzín this cultural imaginary is that of a reborn Al-Andalus complete with its urban, human and sensorial features. These provide the neighbourhood with a capacity for heritagification that the Alhambra lacks, the latter being a historic monument whose meaning and significance is frozen in time. Despite resting on the higher ground of historical authenticity, the Alhambra will nevertheless remain unable to emulate the experiential simulacrum of the Albayzín. In the transfiguring process of 'engazement'-to draw a geological analogy-while the Alhambra serves as the marble of Moorish heritage, the Albayzín acts as its soapstone.
For many residents it is precisely the oriental feel-authentic or otherwise-of the neighbourhood which is displeasing:
We don't have anything against [the Moroccan migrants], it is everyone's right to live and make a living wherever they want. But they need to learn a few things [about] how to behave, because every country has its own rules, and in Spain we usually keep our merchandise inside the shop; but they put it out on the street, as you could see, and these streets are The institutional support for the publication of a text so notoriously toxic to historical knowledge like that of Olagüe, is of enormous significance given the usual limitations to this kind of aid. I do not know if the Andalusian government applies similarly insufficient quality control parameters in other areas of their competence, but in any case, we must also acknowledge its role in promoting a fraudulent historiographical product. (García Sanjuán, 2013: 104) It is fair to assume that the government's decision to fund and promote the book was not taken based on stringent historical considerations but, rather, driven by the logic of heritagification, which assigns value to a certain interpretation of local Lorente, 2008: 146) , and it was the Islamic Community, rather than the migrant community, which managed to raise the funds and obtain the administrative approval to erect the Great Mosque of Granada (Mezquita Mayor de Granada), the first official Islamic place of worship in the Albayzín since the consecration of mosques in January 1500 (Contreras, 1979) .
The Great Mosque as emblem of heritagiication
The Great Mosque has been a controversial issue in the neighbourhood for decades, not least for its location, next to the church of San Nicolás and the most popular tourist viewpoint of the Alhambra, the square packed with tourists and street artists where our imaginary walk in the opening paragraph ended (Figure 3) (for a detailed discussion of the controversies surrounding the construction of the mosque, see Coleman, 2008; and Rosón Lorente, 2008) . The land where the mosque was built had been empty and abandoned for a long time before the Islamic Community acquired it in 1981. The director of the mosque recalls seeing that plot of land as a ' dunghill' in his childhood, and telling his classmates: 'this is where the mosque will be built' (interviewed by author, 18 April 2011). According to him, the decision to build the mosque where it now stands was not a symbolic decision: 'it was just a good deal in a very beautiful place. Today you would need a fortune to buy a spot like this in the Albayzín'. However, according to a convert working as a real-estate agent in the neighbourhood since the 1980s, the view of the Alhambra must have been a sentimental factor, 'something to connect the mosque with the Muslim past' (Angel, interviewed by author, 19 April 2011).
The mosque was inaugurated in July 2003, but getting there took more than twenty years. Rosón Lorente (2008: 404) observes four stages in the development of the project from its initial planning and presentation (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) , followed by the approval of the City Council and its fierce contestation by the locals (1993) (1994) , through a period of financial difficulties and changes in the actors involved (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) , to the final construction work (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) .
For local Catholics the mosque remains a clear sign of the ' corruption within the City Hall', as Manuel explains: 'there is something fishy, because if you wanted to build a church, they would never allow it' (interviewed by author, 13 April 2011).
Nevertheless, local Christian residents had been successful in persuading the authorities to demand that the planned minaret be shortened so that it would not overtop the spire of the nearby San Nicolás church (Coleman, 2008; Rosón Lorente, 2008) .
The approval of the local authorities, however, perfectly dovetails with the ' authorised heritage discourse' regarding the Albayzín. It is hard to fathom in retrospect the fears voiced by locals back in 1993, that 'the construction of the mosque might have a negative effect on UNESCO's decision to declare the neighbourhood as World Heritage' (Rosón Lorente, 2008: 409) . Such concerns were proved unfounded only a year later.
The positive decision also disproved the residents' claim that 'the neighbourhood is known for its peasant-Gypsy [payo-gitano] ancestry, and the Muslim connotation it might acquire would not be true ' (Rosón Lorente, 2008: 408-9) . From the perspective of heritagification, the existence of a mosque in what presents itself as a Moorish district brings added value even if the edifice itself is newly built and bears no historical significance.
The Islamic Community's spokesman accurately predicted at the inauguration of the mosque that 'the call to prayer is undoubtedly going to be a tourist attraction, because even though it is so normal in the rest of the Muslim world it will have a special sound here' (Sharrock, 2003. Emphasis added) . Since then the mosque 
Conclusion
The aim of this article has been to examine the transformations in the human architecture of the Granadan neighbourhood of Albayzín following its designation as World Heritage Site by UNESCO. Various aspects of this broad topic have already received well-deserved, intense scholarly attention: projects of urban rehabilitation (Barrios Rozúa, 2002; Cabrera Medina, 2009; Castelló Nicás, 2003; Hita Alonso, 1996) , processes of gentrification (Duque Calvache, 2010; Duque Calvache, Susino and De Pablos, 2013; Fernández Gutiérrez and Jiménez Bautista, 2000; Rosón Lorente, 2010) , the emergence of new Muslim communities (Abend, 2008; Dietz, 2004; Flesler, 2008; Rogozen-Soltar, 2012a; 2012b) , the ensuing cultural diversity and conflicts (Bahrami, 1998; Rosón Lorente, 2008; Rosón Lorente and Dietz, 2011) , and the neighbourhood's relationship with its Moorish past (Calderwood, 2014; Coleman, 2008; Hirschkind, 2014; Rogozen-Soltar, 2007) 
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